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 Of all the languages that exist in our world 

The words of music are clear to every person 

 What the first thing that comes to mind when you start listening to this wonderful music? Richard 

Ford's music is full of life, it is very cinematic. There is a lot of movement and life in it. You listen to this 

diverse music and eagerly wait for what will appear next. 

 Richard Ford's music absorbs many genres - of course jazz, contemporary instrumental music, new age, 

experimental music and many others. But it goes further, beyond the limits of certain genres, giving 

birth to its own unique style. 

 And this music has one more important feature - it is music played on live instruments. There is a lot of 

improvisation and spontaneity in it. As if life itself wants to be expressed through the music of Richard 

Ford. 

 I really liked the “Spongelanding” composition (and to be honest many others). It reminded me of 

experiments with sound by maestro Richard Bone. 

 Music speaks to all the inhabitants of our planet in a universal language. And all the musicians who took 

part in the recording of the new album by Richard Ford “Basso Profondissimo 2” are perfectly fluent in 

this language! 

 I'd like to say about the sound of this album a little. It is very soft, refinement, allowing you to hear the 

smallest nuances of sounds and parts of all live instruments. 

 I enjoyed listening to the play of all the wonderful musicians who took part in the recording of this 

album. I can call them all a real live improvisation ensemble and I want to hear their new together 

projects. 

 What else can be said about the newest album by Richard Ford? This is the project of a real master, 

which will be close and understandable to a wide range of listeners. 

 Just let yourself totally be immersed in this music. Drift with these amazing melodies on their gentle 

swaying waves. Soak in the inner depth of the album "Basso Profondissimo 2". And let the pleasant 

aftertaste and the feeling of beauty of the surrounding world stay with you for a long time! 
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Read about Richard Ford and his music at https://dogranchmusicpr.com/richardford/ 


